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Abstract
A crucial issue in corporate networks is however to identify to what extent different
strategic and operational decisions need to be coordinated between the involved
companies. In this paper we elaborate on the issue of synchronization of information
flow based on interconnectivities between companies in order to coordinate a corporate
network by the means of DSM, Dependence Structure Matrix. The results show that
DSM can be used to identify interconnectivities among actors in a network and to
identify which information that needs to be transferred between companies in the
network.
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Introduction
The competitive situation for many small- and medium-sized companies, often acting
as suppliers to larger companies, have become more intense in terms of reduced lead
times in product development and manufacturing, cost reductions, and increased
demands for higher product quality. The stiffer competition has also forced systems
integrators to develop new strategies to meet new demands. Management issues, such as
lean production, system strategies, and outsourcing, have been introduced and over time
become dominant ideas of a changed direction among many corporations (Womack et
al., 1990; Ford et al., 1993). If attributes, such as a high level of customization, short
lead times in product development and quick responses to late changes of specifications
are important, long distances and perpetual changes of suppliers may cause disturbance.
However, from the literature we can see that relations between systems integrating
companies and its suppliers are handled in different ways. Brandes et al. (1997)
discussed the reduction of the supplier base in terms of the number of suppliers. The
selected suppliers are subject to increased demands to participate in the process of
product development with the systems integrating corporation and their other suppliers
on different supplier levels. The expectation that suppliers participate in the process of
innovation and delivery of complete products or subsystems was further discussed (von
Hippel, 1988; Clark and Fujimoto, 1991; Quinn, 2000). These new demands on
suppliers from systems integrators to collaborate more have intensively forced smalland medium-sized corporations to find new organizational settings. How can a small
company adapt to these new demands with its scarce resources and limited knowledge
base? One solution is that several companies work together, acting as one unit
outwardly. There may however be a drawback in these close collaborations. Gulati et al.
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(2000) described the so-called lock-in and lockout effects. These constraints are both
consequences of close collaboration with one actor. The lock-in effect is the result of
limited resources and implies that a company only has time and resources to form and
satisfy the expectations of a limited number of alliances. The lockout effect is on the
contrary the result of alliances that request total loyalty of its members. The
consequence of these two constraints could be that companies have to reject
collaboration with new partners.
Research Approach and Research Methodology
Our approach in this research is to apply an analysis model originally based on
research of relations between manufacturing strategy and design of manufacturing
system within a single company (Miltenburg, 1995; Säfsten and Winroth 2002). This
model has been extended in the analysis of a dyadic relation between two companies
(Winroth and Danilovic, 2002, (Danilovic and Winroth, 2006). In this research we
investigated how this analytical model can be applied to a network setting, in which one
systems integrator have close collaboration with three suppliers. This research,
presented in this paper, is based on a series of interviews with people at all four
companies involved in a collaborative network. We have also studied how this
manufacturing network works in order to produce and deliver the complete systems to
customers. We have performed four interviews that have been recorded, typed and
double checked with the interviewees. Mapping of corporate strategy and their
manufacturing design presented in this paper have been performed on the basis of
collected information in interviews and is thus our interpretation of the circumstances at
hand within each company and between companies.
Case study
The systems integrating (SI) company in this case study, Kalmar Industries, is part of
a large multinational industrial group, with its head office outside Sweden. The SI has
approximately 350 employees. The total turnover at the SI in 2002 was approximately
EUR 760 million.
A new great business deals in development, manufacturing, and delivering a number
of large-scale lifters was made with a foreign defense authority. This new large business
deal was supposed to accommodate 200 people for a period of several years. In
addition, this new customer demanded that the supplier of these new heavy lifters, the
SI, should take tighter control over the manufacturing facilities and processes of
development, manufacturing, and delivery of completed products.
The ability to create a highly flexible organization demands that major suppliers
actively take part in the development, manufacture, and delivery of final products to
customers. One solution is to increase the number of tasks that the key suppliers could
perform. Since one of the most important competitive factors is flexibility in accepting
very late changes of product specifications, the delivery lead times from the suppliers
would be too long. The solution to this situation was a reallocation of suppliers’
manufacturing units into a mutual Product Supply Centre (PSC).
Supplier A supplies hydraulic hoses, supplier B delivers the tires for the container
handlers, and supplier C provides the hydraulic cylinders to the trucks. The reasons for
integrating these suppliers vary, but one common driving factor was that geographic
closeness would improve communication and reduce lead times.
Approaches to Manufacturing Strategies and Production Systems design
The issue of how the manufacturing strategies and the design of the production
system influence each other was investigated by e.g. Miltenburg (1995). The original
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analysis framework was built up by three main parts: a table showing the competitive
situation of the company (or business area), a diagram classifying the production system
into one of seven production systems and showing the support for different competitive
factors, and a list of six decision categories that together show the manufacturing
strategy of the company. They were graded according to a four-degree scale, ranging
from internally neutral to externally supportive (or ‘infant’ to ‘world-class’), i.e. how
they support the overall business strategy of the company (Hayes & Wheelwright,
1984). Säfsten and Winroth (2002) elaborated further on the analysis model and came to
the conclusion that the framework worked in general quite well for single organizations.
Miltenburg (2008) also presented an alternative solution of the framework dealing with
the plant-within-a-plant problem. This approach could be relevant also for collaborative
settings, since the issue is to prevent information leakage between parts of the plant
working towards competing customers.
Companies are, however, open systems and there are always input and output
relationships with the environment. In network settings several companies have to
collaborate and each of these companies needs to have a set of manufacturing strategies
comprising different design production systems.
Empirical investigation of a collaborative network
A prerequisite for achieving competitive advantages in network settings is that
companies must be supportive to each other regarding supply capability. The individual
corporate manufacturing strategy and production systems should be coordinated in order
to together support the overall aims of the network. At the same time, the actors of a
collaborative network setting are often involved in other networks or supplying a
specific customer. This means that they cannot focus the design of the production
system and support functions totally on just one situation. They must keep the flexibility
thus making trade-offs in order to be able to continue to produce a variety of products or
parts. A wider presentation of different issues around network collaboration, necessary
organizational actions to take, and factors important to the network if it will succeed
was made by Winroth and Danilovic (2002). In our analysis we started with the
extended Miltenburg model. In the Miltenburg model manufacturing design is
influenced by the manufacturing output and competitive situation within each company
of the network. However, in the network settings those aspects have to be synchronized
across companies of the network. The network based Miltenburg analysis should
therefore precede several steps.
1. First each company performs an analysis of their own manufacturing strategy and
production system according to Säfsten and Winroth (2002). The conditions between
the SI and each network partner are then synchronized in a number of steps:
2. The SI correlates its competitive priorities with its production system and detects
suitable changes.
3. The SI performs an analysis of its strategic decision categories and makes suitable
changes, either to the production system design or the decision categories.
4. The SI’s strategic decision categories give input to the decision categories of Suppliers
A, B, and C.
5. Each supplier correlates its competitive priorities with its production system and detects
suitable changes.
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6. Each supplier performs an analysis of its strategic decision categories and makes
suitable changes, either to the production system design or the decision categories.
7. The suppliers coordinate their decision categories and take necessary actions.
In our approach to explore the linkages between manufacturing strategies and production
system in a collaborative network setting we identified three major processes, loops of
information processing, developing a joint manufacturing strategy for the collaborative
network and design of production systems within each company enabling manufacturing
and delivery of complete products to final customer, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 –Coordination loops between systems integrator and suppliers

The first loop is a process mainly taking place at the systems integrator level (SI),
involving steps 1 and 2. As the leading actor in creating the network setting, the SI has to
analyze the market situation and the customer requirements. In this process the present
manufacturing systems influence the analysis of decisions areas, which is fed back to the
design of the production system. In this case the new customer placed increased demands
on the SI to deliver complete products, while the main shareholders placed financial
restrictions.
The second loop is a process of synchronization between SI and preferred suppliers. In
this synchronization, SI and its suppliers are expected to communicate market situation and
customer demands and to negotiate how suppliers should organize their production systems
according to what SI was capable of doing on its own and what part of the supplier
organization should be relocated to SI area.
The third loop is a process of adaptation on the supplier level within each preferred
supplier and also mutual adjustments between suppliers. They have to decide how to
respond to the demands, what part to relocate, and how to develop new organizational
routines to handle the daily life activities not only in their own corporation but also within
the entire network.
The methodology that is used to represent and analyze dependencies and relations
between items is known as Design Structure Matrix or Dependence Structure Matrix
(DSM) and was introduced by Don Steward (Steward, 1981). As a matrix structure is
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used to represent the problem structure (Eppinger et.al, 1994), two different kinds of
matrices are used. One is square matrix and the other a rectangular matrix. The square
matrix is used to represent one domain problem structure while the rectangular matrix is
used to represent interactions between items in-between two different sets of items in
two different domains. While the first is named as DSM the other one is named as
DMM. In complex situations combinations of DSM and DMM can enrich the analysis
and help to analyze the dynamics of complex systems. DSM represents and visualizes
interdependencies and relations between items such as tasks and activities, components
and subsystems, and among people and teams (Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005; Danilovic
and Browning, 2007).
A DSM-based analysis shows how the design of tasks, sequencing of activities can
be organized for the effective problem solving in team-based work and the
communication required within and between teams (Eppinger et.al., 1994; Smith,
Eppinger & Gopal, 1992; Smith & Eppinger, 1997; Eppinger et.al, 1994; Morelli,
Eppinger & Gulati, 1995; Browning, 1997, 2001).
DSM - STEP 1: Step 1 in our analysis is to outline all aspects of the Miltenburg
model, as shown below, and put all those three aspects of competitive analysis, decision
criteria, and production layout for all companies of the network in a matrix. In this
matrix all rows and columns contain the same information.
DSM - STEP 2: The matrix containing aspects of the Miltenburg model from all
four involved companies is a matrix of 162 rows and columns. Each row meets 162
columns. Each of those meeting points are called point of interaction (POI). Each POI
contains information about interconnectivities/interdependencies between elements in
the row and column. On the overall level there are 26244 POIs in our network matrix.
During interviews and workshops with people from all four companies of the
network all those POIs were investigated if they hold any interconnectivity. In each
POI, numbers and colors are used to show identified interconnectivity. No 1, marked
with yellow color, shows low level of interconnectivity. No 2, with magenta color,
shows medium high interconnectivity, and no 3, with red color, show high level of
interconnectivity. Colors are used to enable visualization of patterns of
interconnectivities.
Figure 2 shows the entire network matrix, filled with identified interconnectivities.
On the network level this large matrix can be seen and handled as a large DSM matrix.
In the figure we have also marked a number of sub-areas, in total 16 sub-areas. Each
sub-area of the entire network matrix is either a DSM or DMM. Along the diagonal,
four DSMs are outlined containing interconnectivities between aspects of the
Miltenburg model but within each of the four companies of the network. The other subareas are 12 DMMs containing interconnectivities between companies of the network as
shown in the matrix. The large network matrix can be seen as a hierarchical system of a
number of sub-systems that can be extracted from the large matrix.
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Figure 2 –Overall picture of the network

The analysis of such a matrix is performed in specially designed software packages
for matrix-based analysis. In our research we have worked with Complex Problem
Solver. Depending on whether it is a DSM sequencing, DSM clustering, or DMM
clustering analysis that is expected, the software uses different algorithms. In this
situation, focusing on the entire network, a DSM clustering approach was chosen in the
first place.
In the clustered matrix, rows and columns are moved in such way that as many as
possible of POI holding numbers are moved towards the diagonal. Along the diagonal
we identify five clusters, high density of interconnectivities, between elements of the
matrix. Clusters are numbered from 1 to 5 starting at the top left position and going to
the lower right position. This numbering will be used in the cluster analysis below.
DSM – STEP 3: Generally it can be noted from this first clustering that a more
automated and continuous flow system performs better, but it also increases the
demands on the support functions. Efforts in managing quality give result.
After the major clusters have been identified, each cluster has been clustered in order
find sub-clusters within the major clusters. This analysis has been performed on 16
DSM and DMM clusters. However, in this appear we only present the outcome of the
cluster 3, which we consider the most interesting one because it contains
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interconnectivities between all four companies of the corporate network, and we will
also some concluding comments on the other clusters.
Cluster one emphasizes that quality and lead-time are extremely important and
highly affect the production cost. In fact, cluster one does not include that much of
network aspects but is more focused on internal issues within a company.
Cluster two deals also mostly with internal issues but also some aspects between
supplier and SI. Location, automation level, and different flexibility aspects are strongly
interlinked. We can also see that information regarding time aspects, layout, and no of
variants etc are strongly influencing each other.

Figure 3 –Output from cluster analysis 3

Cluster three, figure 3, is more interesting especially in the lower right hand corner,
where we can see the importance of interorganizational efficiency and performance. All
links need to perform well if the market requirements are to be met. The result shows
that information sharing needs to be performed not only between SI and suppliers but
also between the suppliers.
Cluster four focuses on internal aspects at the supplier A, capabilities and output
such as productivity and cost, the choice of technology, location, and organization of
production, quality management with the purpose of meeting the market demands, and
the linkages to suppliers' quality are strong!
Cluster five focuses on suppliers A-C. Suppliers need to be involved in new product
introductions, choices of location and vertical integration, location close to upstream
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suppliers or close to downstream customers, , shows the links between decision criteria
internally at SI, and a certain linkage between process flexibility and the quality of the
inlet material.
Conclusions
In our approach we have used a matrix-based analysis of the interconnectivities
between elements of the Miltenburg model within and between companies of a
collaborative network. In order to function efficiently it is crucial to understand what
kind of information different actors need and how each other’s competitive advantage is
influenced by strategic decisions, actions and interconnectivities. The combination of
DSM and DMM approaches used in this research explores and enables synchronization,
within and between corporations, regarding aspects of their intra-corporate and intercorporate: Competitive situation (strategic), Decision criteria (tactical), and Layout of
production system (operational). This participative approach that we have chosen,
involving people from all companies of the network involves several functions in the
analysis and strategizing processes and reveals assumptions regarding market and
competitive situation for involved corporations, explores the need for adaptation to
customer needs, and the need for inter-corporate adaptation. Finally, this approach
reduces uncertainty in decision-making, organizational and process design and enables
development of self-organizing network settings. In our analysis of linkages between
manufacturing strategies and production system in a collaborative network setting we
could identify three major processes, loops of information processing, developing a
joint manufacturing strategy for the collaborative network and design of production
systems within each company enabling manufacturing and delivery of complete
products to final customer.
The first loop is a process mainly taking place at SI level. Traditionally SI is
performing strategic decisions based on their own understanding of business situation,
market conditions, design the manufacturing system and then order subsystems from
independent suppliers. These chosen suppliers have limited access and understanding of
how and why SI is acting as they are. The business situation of financial restrictions
forced SI to look for another organizational solution to be capable of delivering
complete products without increasing its own organization. The solution was to select
few suppliers as their preferred suppliers. In addition to this, these preferred suppliers
were asked to be collocated with SI. The reason was that SI had a vision of close
collaboration with suppliers on the close range to enable intense communication and
development of close relations between people in the supply chain. The chosen
suppliers had to develop a joint manufacturing strategy together with the SI and other
suppliers. In this new situation SI and its suppliers had to synchronize their normally
independent analysis into joint and mutually understood analysis and decisions how to
organise and operate business in order to suit each other’s competitive situation,
manufacturing design etc.
The second loop is a process of synchronization between SI and preferred suppliers.
This turned in our analysis to be a crucial process. In this synchronization, SI and its
suppliers were able to communicate market situation and customer demands. Also, they
were forced to negotiate how suppliers should organize their production systems
according to what SI was capable of doing on its own and what part of the supplier
organization should be relocated to SI area. In the beginning of this process not all
suppliers did know much of each other. This synchronization process not only linked SI
with suppliers but also linked suppliers with each other in a mutual process of
negotiating, learning, and developing trust in each other. All participants came to
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understand that the final success was not only a question of SI as the corporation
fronting the customer, but also rather a question for everybody. This synchronization
process is what Westley (1990) calls the strategic dialogue.
This appeared to be important managerial aspects of creating prerequisites for
handling the unpredictable, the unknown, and the insecure that always characterize
development and manufacturing of complex products. Management at SI and its
suppliers developed an opportunity to analyze the present situation according to the
mission, goals, and restrictions not only within the SI but also within each supplier and
between them all as a system. When these aspects were discussed, management could
mutually shape an appropriate strategy for conducting tasks out of common
understanding and acceptance of conditions for this new situation. This process is
labeled by Westley (1990) as strategic conversation and micro dynamics of inclusion. In
addition, they can together design appropriate structures and processes. The subjectivity
in the actor approach becomes a line of activities (Garnsey, 1992 and 1993).
Managerial implications
When network based solutions are chosen some important questions need to be
handled. To confront these issues a systems approach is suggested starting with three
major questions (Buckley, 1967):
1 The first question is who is the designer of the system or the process.
2 The second question concerns the system evolution and the processes of change.
3 The third question considers the role of management.
The first question points out who is designing the system and the process for
organizational and project design. We suggest that a participative approach should be
used in which people from all participating companies in the network have to be
involved. This is a strategic dialogue; they themselves are able to outline the design of
this information exchange process.
The second question is on the nature of the system and its management. According to
the systems approach of Buckley (1967), we can imply that the manufacturing processes
on the network level are equifinal, i.e. the desired results may be reached by different
trajectories with varying costs and time requirements. However, the process of
organizing is multi-final. The planning or the managerial process does not control the
progress of the product development process. Different trajectories are likely to produce
different outcomes. Thus there are no ways to specify in advance a procedure that will
guarantee the desired outcomes. A participative approach enables those involved to
design the organization of each project and the means of communication.
The third question focuses on management and its role in this participative process.
The structure and quality of the communication system are key aspects (Westley, 1990).
Management in a company should use strategic conversation, discrete communication
about strategic generalities of the network according to overall goals and milestones and
day-to-day activities between SI and suppliers and between suppliers, as a means of
supporting and maintaining the dynamics between companies in the collaborative
network setting. This process of inclusion creates mutual understandings and feelings of
belonging, brings clarity in areas of authority and responsibility, and helps in providing
information about issues of boundary management. Thus they are now becoming
companions and partners. The strategic conversation is a vital mean of supporting the
dynamic behavior within each company and between companies. In this strategic
conversation, people can perceive the picture of the world, within and outside their
company or the network. The outcome should be a shared understanding of what needs
to be done and why. For managers this process will create more time to shift focus from
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managing daily routines and giving orders to thinking globally and strategically.
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